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CAREER PROFILES Options and Insights

Degree: When, where, what, and 
what in?
I received a PhD in oceanography from 
the University of Rhode Island Graduate 
School of Oceanography in 2015. The 
title of my dissertation research was “An 
Investigation of the Fisheries Ecosystem 
Dynamics of Rhode Island’s Nearshore 
Waters.” I sought to answer questions sur-
rounding the potential ecological impacts 
of offshore wind energy development and 
to address data needs for ecosystem- 
based fisheries management. The three 
major components of my research were: 
(1) evaluation of the fine-scale spatial 
structure of the demersal fish and inver-
tebrate community, (2) assessment of the 
dietary guild structure and the flow of 
energy through the fisheries food web, 
and (3) investigation of the relationship 
between the fish community and benthic 
habitat. I worked closely with the fishing 
community during my graduate career, 
spending hundreds of days conducting 
research aboard commercial fishing ves-
sels and absorbing fishermen’s ecological 
and oceanographic insights. 

Did you stay in academia at all, 
and if so, for how long?
I started working in the nonprofit sec-
tor while I was in graduate school and 
transitioned there full time as soon as 
I graduated. I am still engaged in aca-
demia through a variety of research 
collaborations.

How did you go about searching for a 
job outside of the university setting?
While I was in graduate school, I actively 
pursued experiences outside of the tra-
ditional academic setting. I participated 
in educational outreach, worked with 
nongovernmental organizations, and 
developed relationships with the fishing 

ANNA J. MALEK MERCER | Executive Director, Commercial Fisheries Research Foundation 
(amalek@cfrfoundation.org)

community. These experiences connected 
me to organizations that focused on 
applied oceanographic research, mostly 
outside of the university setting. I learned 
about and applied for job opportunities 
through this network as well a variety of 
job boards and listservs. 

Is this the only job (post-academia) 
that you’ve had? If not, what else did 
you do?
Other than being a mother of two young 
children—a full-time job in itself!— 
this is the only job that I have had 
post-academia. 

What is your current job? What path 
did you take to get there?
I am the executive director of the Com-
mercial Fisheries Research Foundation 
(CFRF; http://www.cfrfoundation.org), a 
nonprofit that focuses on conducting col-
laborative fisheries research that contrib-
utes to sustainable fisheries and vibrant 
fishing communities. I started working 
with CFRF while I was in graduate school 
and expanded my involvement there after 
I graduated. I became their executive 
director after the birth of my first child. 
I am still actively involved in research 
(from development to implementa-
tion), but the goals and approaches of my 
research are more practical and inclusive 
than in the traditional academic setting. 

What did your oceanographic 
education (or academic career) give 
you that is useful in your current job?
My oceanographic education provided 
me with a variety of skills and a founda-
tion of knowledge that have been useful to 
the advancement of my career in applied 
fisheries research. During my academic 
career, I intentionally engaged in course-
work and experiences that were diverse, 

from fisheries ecology to fluid dynamics 
to marine policy. Academia often pushes 
scientists to become hyper-specialized, 
but I took the opposite route. As a result, 
I have felt more prepared for the diverse 
array of research projects (from fishing 
technology to continental shelf hydrogra-
phy) that I have engaged with in my pro-
fessional career. The ability to develop 
research questions and hypotheses out 
of informal discussions and observations 
is a skill that has been critical in my cur-
rent job. Proficiency with the scientific 
process, including experimental design 
and statistical analysis, has been equally 
essential. I was fortunate to learn about 
and practice these skills during my grad-
uate education. Finally, communicat-
ing the purpose and results of research 
to a wide audience (fishermen, political 
representatives, students) is a skill that I 
honed while in graduate school and rely 
upon daily in my current job.

Is there any course or other training 
you would have liked to have had as 
part of your graduate education to 
meet the demands of the job market?
Learning to develop and administer proj-
ect budgets is critical in both the non-
profit and academic sectors, but that is 
not typically a part of graduate educa-
tion. Identifying and pursuing sources 
of funding outside of federal programs 
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is also increasingly important in ocean-
ographic research and, I believe, should 
be included in graduate curricula. 
Also, education surrounding the greater 
human ecosystem that either impacts or 
is impacted by the ocean should be a part 
of all graduate programs. Ultimately, our 
work as scientists is meant to positively 
impact the world in which we live. 

Is the job satisfying? What aspects of 
the job do you like best/least?
I have found working in the nonprofit 
sector to be both rewarding and chal-
lenging. I have enjoyed the freedom of 

pursuing a wide variety of research and 
am introduced to new ideas and top-
ics every day, but finding funding for 
applied research can be difficult. My daily 
motivation comes from the fact that the 
research I spearhead directly impacts 
people and policy. Without the human 
aspect, my research would feel far less 
gratifying. I am also endlessly amazed 
and inspired by the fishermen with whom 
I work—their curiosity, ideas, knowledge, 
and passion are unparalleled. Managing 
time and staff are challenges in every job, 
but I believe they are especially difficult 
for working moms. 

Do you have any recommendations for 
new grads looking for jobs?
Don’t limit your job search to opportuni-
ties related directly to your dissertation 
research. Branch out and be confident in 
your ability to adapt and learn new top-
ics and techniques. And learn to say no to 
opportunities that do not serve your pas-
sions and goals. 

Degree: When, where, what, 
and what in?
I started my college education without a 
clear idea regarding a career. Attracted 
by science, I decided to study physics at 
the University Côte d’Azur in Nice (in the 
South of France), the city where I grew up. 
I earned my bachelor’s degree and met the 
woman I was to marry a few years later. 
Together we decided to move to Toulouse, 
a busy French university city. I enrolled 
in the master of meteorology program at 
Paul Sabatier University, which aims to 
train future engineers for Meteo France, 
the national weather service. I enjoyed 
the courses and the experience, but at 
the same time I realized I missed living 
by the sea. This was why I gave my career 
a kick and decided to study marine sci-
ences. First moving to Marseille, I took 
courses at the Mediterranean Institute of 
Oceanography, then went on to earn my 
PhD in marine science at the Laboratoire 
Oceanographique de Villefranche-sur-
mer. My doctoral work’s objective was to 
study environmental and climate changes 
in the Mediterranean Sea, with a focus on 
new observational methods. This brought 
me to collaboration with data centers and 
to be directly involved in international 
programs such as Biogeochemical-Argo. 

ORENS DE FOMMERVAULT | Research Scientist, Alseamar (odefommervault@alseamar-alcen.com)

Did you stay in academia at all, 
and if so, for how long?
I was never fully out of touch with the pri-
vate sector. My thesis was co-supervised 
by a private company (ACRI), and 
the year before starting my PhD I was 
employed by a small consulting firm to 
pursue environmental studies. However, 
after earning my PhD, I decided to stay 
in academia. I was looking for a postdoc 
abroad and found a very attractive sub-
ject at the Ensenada (Mexico) Center 
for Scientific Research and Higher 
Education (CICESE). During this one-
year project, I attempted to gain better 
insight and assess the impact of poten-
tial oil spills in the Gulf of Mexico. I car-
ried out this work using numerical mod-
els and analyzing in situ data acquired 
by autonomous platforms deployed 
by the US Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management (BOEM). It was a great 
experience that developed my language 
and scientific skills. However, with the 
arrival of our second baby, my wife and 
I decided to go back to Europe. Then, for 
several months, I continued to work for 
CICESE from France, but the situation 
was precarious and temporary. 

How did you go about searching for a 
job outside of the university setting?
During this period, I started to look for 
a long-term position, in both the private 
and the public sectors. Networking con-
nections and listservs from my former 
university sent me daily job announce-
ments. Unfortunately, I was not able to 
find a job in my region that really suited 
me. Eventually, I was contacted by a col-
league I had met during my PhD work 
who offered me an interview for a job 
in his company. The offer sounded very 
exciting but a little bit off my line of 
expertise. Though I was quite worried 
about getting into a new subject and tak-
ing on different responsibilities, I finally 
faced my fears and accepted the offer. 
Soon after I signed an employment con-
tract with Alseamar. 
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Is this the only job (post-academia) 
that you’ve had? If not, what else 
did you do?
Apart from my postdoc position in 
Mexico, this is the first job I have had 
since completing my doctorate degree.

What is your current job? What path 
did you take to get there?
I am a research scientist in the R&D 
department at Alseamar in Aix-en-
Provence, France. The company produces 
high-tech marine and submarine equip-
ment and provides innovative services 
for research laboratories, navies, and oil 
and gas companies. I am in charge of the 
processing and analysis of data acquired 
by the SeaExplorer glider, an unmanned 
underwater vehicle designed and man-
ufactured by Alseamar. A large part of 
my work consists of understanding the 
oceanographic context in which our 
glider missions take place and answer-
ing specific customer questions. This 
includes bibliographical research, data 
interpretation, and drafting technical and 
scientific reports. Another part of my job 
relies on keeping up to date with the cur-
rent status of marine sensors and tech-
nologies so I can propose future develop-
ments that will ensure Alseamar products 
remain competitive. These efforts require 
a lot of time working at a computer, but 
fortunately I also have the opportunity 
to go to sea occasionally and to travel to 
scientific meetings.

What did your oceanographic 
education (or academic career) give 
you that is useful in your current job?
My studies enabled me to gain interdis-
ciplinary knowledge in oceanography 
and a solid theoretical basis in physics 
and mathematics. I have also learned to 
use essential tools for scientific work, for 
example, MATLAB. Perhaps more sig-
nificantly, my education taught me scien-
tific rigor, how to address a varied audi-
ence, and how to work as part of a team. 
All of these skills are fully exploited in 
my daily work, and it is not uncommon 
that I have to get out my old classroom 

binders. I can also rely on the exper-
tise of academic colleagues for support, 
if needed. 

Is there any course or other training 
you would have liked to have had as 
part of your graduate education to 
meet the demands of the job market?
I would have liked to have broader train-
ing in coding and computer sciences. 
Even though I am able to efficiently ana-
lyze data, I still struggle to develop inter-
active online web tools, for example, to 
make data viewable by our customers in a 
practical and straightforward way. From a 
more practical point of view, I would also 
welcome more technical courses (engi-
neering sciences, electricity, mechan-
ics) to better understand the function-
ing and constraints of sensors and other 
marine equipment. 

Is the job satisfying? What aspects of 
the job do you like best/least?
My current job is very satisfying. The 
projects I am involved in are very interest-
ing, and it is exciting to work on cutting- 
edge undersea technologies. I have been 
given great autonomy to complete my 
work. Because my managers give me the 
possibility to build collaborative projects 
with academic scientists, I am engaged 
with both the scientific community and 
industry. In addition, I am able to develop 
internal proposals that will allow me to 
initiate teaching and educational projects 
in the near future.

Do you have any recommendations for 
new grads looking for jobs?
My first recommendation would be to 
do your work, whether as a volunteer, 
an intern, or a paid employee, conscien-
tiously and with enthusiasm. I also advise 
keeping in contact with all of the peo-
ple you have enjoyed as colleagues. In my 
own history, this has always been a cata-
lyst in my job research. The career path is 
rarely linear, but you must never become 
discouraged. Ultimately, what really mat-
ters is to know yourself well enough to 
make the right choices for you. 
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Oceanography 
Student News

https://tos.org/opportunities

Have you read the latest issue of 
Oceanography Student News? Each 
newsletter includes a regular column by 
the student representative to the TOS 
Council, profiles of TOS student mem-
bers, information about student activi-
ties related to TOS-sponsored meetings, 
and links to relevant student resources 
and articles in Oceanography maga-
zine. Feel free to forward the links to the 
newsletters to other students, or print 
out a copy and post it on your depart-
ment bulletin board. Any questions? 
Email TOS Student Rep Stefanie Mack at 
studentrep@tos.org.

tos.org

Graduate Student 
and Early Career 

Resources
https://tos.org/opportunities

The Oceanography Society has created 
a web page with resources relevant 
to ocean sciences graduate students 
and early career scientists. This portal 
contains links to information on jobs, 
fellowships, scholarships, and ship time/
fieldwork opportunities, as well as links 
to useful articles. New resources are 
added regularly, so please be sure visit 
this site often!

Seen In Oceanography
MARINE MICROALGAE 
Climate, Energy, and Food Security 
from the Sea
By Charles H. Greene and others

» https://doi.org/10.5670/oceanog.2016.91

From the Rep
Over the past month, I’ve 
started thinking a lot about 
my future career. I’m still in 

academia (as a postdoc), but I wonder if I 
can stay, if I want to stay, and if it’s finan-
cially feasible. Maybe you are pondering 
this dilemma as well, or maybe you never 
even considered the academic lifestyle. 
Regardless, it is helpful to assess your skills, 
interests, and career options even if you 
aren’t actively looking for jobs.

I’ve been reading a series of books 
about careers in science (I recommend Next 
Gen PhD by Melanie Sinche), and they have 
some common themes. One is to identify 
the skills you already have. Consider that 
skills every graduate student learns, such 
as technical writing, communication, and 
analytical thinking, are in high demand for 
many fields, not just oceanography. The 
next step is to consider your interests: what 
do you spend your extracurricular and free 
time doing? Why did you choose an ocean-
ography program? I realized I’m interested 
in improving society, and it doesn’t need to 
be ocean-related. A final step is to combine 
skills, interests, and values to identify career 
options. This is where a career counselor is 
very helpful (and often free of charge if you 
are still a student!). Once you identify your 
options, find a mentor in that career.

After going through this self-assess-
ment, I feel better equipped to make deci-
sions about my career as they arise. Take 
some time to think about it and visit the 
TOS web page (https://tos.org/opportunities) 
for more career resources.

 — Stefanie

Send Us
Your Feedback!

Have questions or comments for the Student Rep? 
Interested in being a highlighted student?  

Want to share your best career tips and tricks?  
 

We need your input!  
» studentrep@tos.org and @mnemoniko

 
Follow Us

 The Oceanography Society

 @TOSOceanography

Student Resources
SECRETS TO THRIVING IN 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
By Andrew D. Gaudet 

» https://doi.org/10.1126/science.caredit.a1500019

Oceanography
Number 5 – October 17, 2017

Countdown to Ocean Sciences 2018
February 11–16 » Portland, OR, USA » osm.agu.org

OSM registration is now open! Register for the events below before they fill up. 
» https://osm.agu.org/2018/registration

STUDENT & EARLY CAREER WORKSHOP. 8:30 am–4 pm, Sunday, February 11. Workshops on data 
management, grant writing, and scientific communication. Coffee, lunch, and afternoon beverages 
are included for all participants. 

STUDENT MIXER. 6–8 pm, Monday, February 12. Refreshments provided.

MID-WEEK CAREER PANEL. 12:45–1:45 pm, Tuesday, February 13. Panel discussion on various career 
options in the ocean sciences. Box lunch included.

SAVE THE DATE — TOS BREAKFAST. Tuesday, February 13, 7:00–8:00 am, Oregon Convention Center 
(invitation and RSVP form coming from TOS in December).

Check here for updates » http://osm.agu.org/2018/students/student-early-career-scientist-events

osm.agu.org

Session Proposals System Now Open

Session Proposal Deadline 
3 May 2017

Abstract Submissions Open 
mid-Jul y 2017

Abstract Deadline 
6 Sept 2017

8

11–16 February •  Portland, Oregon, USA

News & Views

OUR OCEAN CONFERENCE. On October 5–6, 2017, the European Union hosted the fourth Our 
Ocean conference in Malta. Explore the conference website to learn more about global commit-
ments toward sustaining a healthy ocean in six principal areas » https://ourocean2017.org

STUDENT NEWS 

TOS Student Member Highlight
GUALTIERO SPIRO JAEGER. Shepherding is an under-appreciated task: always 
challenging, rewarding when successful. Instead of jolly sheep on a Swiss meadow, I 
guided research articles into a special issue of Oceanography.

Two years earlier, I began my PhD research in the MIT-WHOI Joint Program, working with Amala 
Mahadevan as part of a collaboration investigating the northern Indian Ocean’s connection with 
monsoon weather over Southeast Asia. Working on a research vessel together with an international 
group of scientists and students from the United States, India, and Sri Lanka was an enriching expe-
rience. Later, as results emerged, I had the opportunity to assist the guest editors of the June 2016 
special issue of Oceanography on the “Bay of Bengal: From Monsoons to Mixing” by managing the 
article workflow from start to finish. As a student, I was in a unique position of facilitating communi-
cation between authors, guest editors who were also coauthors, reviewers, and the Oceanography 
editor. To avoid conflicts of interests, I compartmentalized the assignment of anonymous peer 
reviews, while recusing myself from the process for an article I coauthored. Producing from a collec-
tion of manuscripts the desired coherent and appealing structure also involved sourcing relevant 
photographs from field experiments, soliciting graphics, and deciding the article order, in consulta-
tion with the different editors. The task required dedication and attention to details, while keeping 
sight of the overall vision and meeting deadlines. Proud of the final product, I’m grateful for the 
valuable experience gained managing the process, and I enjoyed working with the editorial team.

In Oceanography
CAREER PROFILES. Roughly 
60 ocean scientists who have 
pursued jobs outside of aca-
demia have contributed to 
Oceanography’s Career Profiles 
column. Read about their 
career trajectories and sug-
gestions on how to go about 
looking for jobs. 
» https://tos.org/career-profiles

CALL FOR INPUT! Want to see more 
profiles? Have other questions to ask? 
Interested in different careers? Please 
tell us what you think about this 
column. » studentrep@tos.org

From the Rep
Welcome to the very first 
TOS Student Newsletter! 
Let me introduce myself. I 

am Stefanie Mack, the TOS Council Student 
Representative. I was elected to serve a 
three-year term in 2016, and I provide 
the Council with a student’s perspective 
on current issues and Council decisions. I 
recently received my PhD in oceanography 
from Old Dominion University, and started 
a postdoc at the University of Washington.

This is an exciting time to be the stu-
dent rep, as TOS is focusing on what it 
can do for student members. Perhaps you 
noticed that student membership is now 
free! Or that we are in the testing phase of 
a new mentorship program, designed to 
help students explore career options out-
side of academia. There are more student- 
centric ideas in the pipeline, including 
some specifically for the next Ocean 
Sciences Meeting.

I want to make TOS a great organization 
that supports students. So, let me know. 
What do you want out of your member-
ship? What information or opportunities 
are you missing? Have any brilliant ideas 
about ways to make graduate school life 
better? Check out the feedback box for 
ways to get in touch.

– Stefanie

Meet Your TOS Student Subcommittee Member
NUNZIA PIRRO. I always liked challenges: they make life less boring and more 
exciting. My intellectual curiosity and passion for learning weren’t satiated after com-
pleting a Master’s degree in structural engineering. For this reason, I started my PhD 

in physical oceanography while on a boat in the Indian Ocean. It was a great opportunity, a unique 
experience, and a different way to start my studies. My home institution, the University of Notre 
Dame (Indiana), is actively involved in field campaigns in the northern Indian Ocean with the goal 
to understand air-sea interaction in the Bay of Bengal. 

Being a TOS subcommittee student member is a bigger and newer challenge for me. My aim is to 
serve the TOS student community positively, by both improving our education in ocean science and 
giving voice to students’ opinions, advice, and concerns. I will use the skills set and competencies 
I have acquired in past years while serving in the Engineering Student Association to help grow 
ocean science community awareness and impact within the university setting. I wish to create a 
challenging and fruitful environment for students.

Send Us Your Feedback!
Have questions or comments for the Student Rep? 

Interested in being a highlighted student? 
Want to share your best career tips and tricks? 

We need your input!  
» studentrep@tos.org and @mnemoniko

Follow Us
 The Oceanography Society

 @TOSOceanography

Career Tips
A CV IS NOT A RESUME, EXCEPT WHEN 
IT IS! Definitions and expectations for 
CVs and resumes vary by job type and by 
country. Make sure you have the correct 
document in the correct format for your 
next job application.

KNOW WHEN YOU WANT TO GRADUATE? 
Try creating a timeline by working back-
ward from that date. Figure out approxi-
mate times for important events such as 
exams and your thesis defense. Remember 
to leave extra time for responses from com-
mittee members. You never know when 
someone will be in the field or on vacation.

Countdown to Ocean Sciences 2018
February 11–16 » Portland, OR, USA » osm.agu.org

Join us at the 2018 Ocean Sciences Meeting. Explore a broad array of marine science topics  
and broaden your connections within the oceanography community. More student activities are in 
the works, including a Student and Early Career Conference on Sunday, February 11. Keep your eyes 
on this section for information!

ABSTRACTS. Submissions open mid-July 2017; deadline September 6, 2017

FUNDING. Student and early career attendees will be eligible to apply for limited travel support 
to the Ocean Sciences Meeting. Be sure to also check with your department or institution to see if 
scholarships are available to fund student conference travel.

Student Resources
INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN. An IDP helps you explore career possibilities and set goals to 
follow the career path that fits you best. » https://myidp.sciencecareers.org

TOS RESOURCES PAGE. Find job and fellowship links, shiptime opportunities, and helpful articles 
and websites. » https://tos.org/opportunities

Oceanography
Number 1 – June 15, 2017

osm.agu.org

Session Proposals System Now Open

Session Proposal Deadline 
3 May 2017

Abstract Submissions Open 
mid-Jul y 2017

Abstract Deadline 
6 Sept 2017

8

11–16 February •  Portland, Oregon, USA

News & Views
HOW EFFICIENT ARE YOU? Find tips for 
managing your time so that you can 
lead more of a life outside of the lab.  
» https://www.nature.com/naturejobs/
science/articles/10.1038/nj7656-175a

STUDENT NEWS 

Seen In Oceanography
MANAGING LEVIATHAN: 
Conservation Challenges for the  
Great Whales in a Post-Whaling World
By Phillip J. Clapham

» https://doi.org/10.5670/oceanog.2016.70

Seen In Oceanography
MANAGING LEVIATHAN: 
Conservation Challenges for the  
Great Whales in a Post-Whaling World
By Phillip J. Clapham

» https://doi.org/10.5670/oceanog.2016.70

From the Rep
If you haven’t been able to 
tell from the past several 
issues of this newsletter, I’ve 

been spending a good bit of time thinking 
about my professional future. There is a 
lot more to figuring out your career path 
than tidying up your CV and job searching. 
While mentoring can help you succeed in 
your chosen role, and self-assessment can 
help you decide what that role is, network-
ing is where the opportunities are.

It sounds a bit intimidating at first. I 
picture myself awkwardly approaching an 
Important Person, stumbling over my ele-
vator speech, and leaving them, minutes 
later, with nothing but a bad impression. 
Erase this sort of imagery from your mind. 
Networking is just getting to know people. 
No agenda, no pressure. It’s not introducing 
yourself to Important Person so they know 
who you are, realize you are awesome, and 
subsequently offer you a permanent, high 
paying job. Instead, it’s recognizing that 
Important Person does interesting work, 
and commenting on or asking a question 
about that work, preferably after being 
introduced by someone who knows you 
both. Easy peasy. Just a simple conversation 
about cool science (or any other common 
ground, really). And repeat. After a while, 
you’ll have a whole list of people you know. 
This is your network. Then it’s quite easy 
to send a quick email to Important Person 
Friend saying that you started looking for 
jobs in a certain field and do they have 
any suggestions? The Resources section 
links to more information on networking. 
Brush up and get ready to network at the 
Ocean Sciences Meeting!

 — Stefanie

Send Us Your Feedback!
Have questions or comments for the Student Rep? 

Interested in being a highlighted student?  
Want to share your best career tips and tricks?  

 
We need your input!  

» studentrep@tos.org and @mnemoniko
 

Follow Us
 The Oceanography Society

 @TOSOceanography

Student Resources
WHY YOU SHOULD NETWORK:  
Seven Myths Dispelled 
Grad Logic Blog 

» http://gradlogic.org/why-network

Oceanography
Number 6 – November 15, 2017

Countdown to Ocean Sciences 2018
February 11–16 » Portland, OR, USA » osm.agu.org

OSM registration and housing are now open! Register by early January to obtain discounted rates.
REGISTRATION » https://osm.agu.org/2018/registration | HOUSING » https://osm.agu.org/2018/housing

• STUDENT MIXER. 6–8 pm, Monday, Feb 12, Oregon Convention Center (refreshments provided).
• SAVE THE DATE— TOS BREAKFAST. 7–8 am, Tuesday, Feb 13, Oregon Convention Center (invita-

tion and RSVP form coming from TOS in December).
• K–12 MENTORS NEEDED. Wednesday, Feb 14. Help mentor students at OSM K–12 Day. Includes 

student-mentor luncheon (box lunch provided). Interested? Contact abstracts@agu.org.
• FLUID OCEANS PECHA KUCHA. 8–10 pm, Wednesday, Feb 14, at the Spirit of 77 bar right by the 

Convention Center. » https://osm.agu.org/2018/meeting-wide-events-2

• POP-UP TALKS. Wednesday and Thursday, Feb 14 & 15. An interdisciplinary session for five- minute 
student presentations. More information and an application form will be available later this 
week at: » https://osm.agu.org/2018/students/pop-up-talks

Check here for updates » https://osm.agu.org/2018/student-and-early-career-events

osm.agu.org

Session Proposals System Now Open

Session Proposal Deadline 
3 May 2017

Abstract Submissions Open 
mid-Jul y 2017

Abstract Deadline 
6 Sept 2017

8

11–16 February •  Portland, Oregon, USA

News & Views
UN CLIMATE CHANGE CONFERENCE. At the time we are putting together this newsletter, COP 23 is 
convening in Bonn, Germany. COP 23 is the next step governments need to take toward implement-
ing the Paris Climate Change Agreement. » http://unfccc.int/meetings/bonn_nov_2017/meeting/10084.php

STUDENT NEWS 

TOS Student Member Highlight
HILLARY SCANNELL. The Graduate Climate Conference (GCC) is a three-day 
meeting convened annually for graduate students in climate-related fields to share 
their research with other students from universities across the country who work 

on similar problems. What makes the GCC so unique is that it is entirely run by graduate students, 
for graduate students. The responsibility of organizing and hosting this event typically alternates 
between the University of Washington and Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

I first attended the GCC in 2014 as a master’s student from the University of Maine, and again in 
2016 as the GCC co-chair and PhD student from the University of Washington. Being involved as 
both an attendee and organizing committee member has been an enriching networking experi-
ence and has taught me valuable collaboration and organization skills. A committee of 16 graduate 
students from the University of Washington started organizing the conference a year in advance 
and formed smaller subcommittees to address fundraising, communications, logistics, and adver-
tising. My role as the GCC co-Chair was to oversee the subcommittees to make sure all components 
came together smoothly and to help moderate the conference the day of the event. 

The GCC is now going into its 11th year and was convened in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, from 
November 10–12, 2017. Getting involved is a great way to make connections during graduate 
school and “teach” your research to other students. We all have something to learn from each other. 

More information on GCC 2017 is available at http://gradclimateconf.mit.edu.


